
2021 eureka street art festival

9.   dave kim - oakland, ca
     "fowl"

10. alme allen, julian lang, lyn risling, Ahtyirahm Allen, 
      Karamachay Tripp + eli Hensher-Aubrey
     "the sun set twice on the people that day"

11. blake regan - eureka, ca
      lucas thornton - eureka, ca      lucas thornton - eureka, ca
      "we built this city"

5. diana lynn - arcata, ca
   "a cast of chameleons"

6. jenna catsos - eureka, ca
   "queen city of salt + fog"

7. mir de silva - eureka, ca
   "home of the humboldt marten"

8. gina tuzzi - blue lake, ca8. gina tuzzi - blue lake, ca
   "old rivers grow wilder everyday"

1. Julia Morgan - arcata, ca
   "Jovial view lucid dew"

2. kati "texas" moulton - eureka, ca
   "life size whales"

3. robert "robot" adams - eureka, ca
   "people powered"

4. tony diaz - arcata, ca4. tony diaz - arcata, ca
   "tortured beauty"
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opera alley opera alley

illustrated map by pen+pine

this piece was painted in 2000 by brian tripp 
+ alme allen, and originally hung on the 
eureka theater. it is being repainted by a 
team of native artists + hung on the clarke 
musem (in opera alley). this project is 
coordinated by the clarke museum.

this mural was originally
painted by robert wyland.
this is kati's second
time re-painting it.

there are also many 
existing pieces of 
public art (murals, 
sculptures + painted 
utility boxes) 
throughout the 
festival area!

Double Visions Collaborative- A 
cooperation between the two 
artists: Lucas Thornton + Blake 
Reagan. Two visions, one view.

this mural is a collaboration 
with hapi (humboldt asians and 
pacific islanders in solidarity), and 
the eureka chinatown project.

festival hq
humboldt cider 
company tap room, 
517 f street

eureka visitor
center

buy esaf merch here!


